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ABSTRACT 
 
Just imagine how transportation will operate and be managed in the future. With ideas like 
Hyperloop (that may soon be a reality) and the plausibility of high-speed trains, we more than 
ever need to challenge current methods of rail design and the format of design inputs that we 
so heavily rely upon to ensure ‘good design’. Behind all rail designs are spatial datasets, 
often captured by methods that provide known outcomes and certainty. However certain, the 
data can lack sufficient detail to make informed decisions. Efficient design workflows, 
creative design and option engineering often suffer at the hands of limited design inputs. 
Whilst there is no doubt that the existing operations and fundamental workflow structure of 
rail alignment and spatial positioning in the rail environment is highly successful in today’s 
application, our question is “How can we leverage off modern technology to create design 
inputs which enable greater efficiency, enhance creativity and maintain spatial integrity and 
certainty for the future of rail design?” Terrestrial and mobile laser scanning are not new 
applications of spatial capture and the resultant point cloud deliverables are used widely in 
today’s industry. That said, laser scanning accuracy and repeatability have long lived under a 
perception of uncertainty, which has created a reluctance of use in the rail environment. Over 
the last year, testing of alternative capture methods through project application has been 
undertaken with success. We are now looking to efficient ways of integrating and applying 
workflows to mobile and terrestrial laser scanning, terrestrial positioning, GNSS real-time 
observations and digital level runs to provide spatial certainty and enhance design capability. 
At present, our analysis of integrating unconventional and conventional methods of modern 
reality capture has provided a level of accuracy suitable for all rail design applications. We 
are encouraged by these findings and believe we will soon be demonstrating a path to the 
future of rail environment reality capture. 
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